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Preface
The Terrifying Convergence of the Three Worlds
of the “Social Question”
Göran Therborn

Reading this great collection of planet-embracing, penetrating analyses by eminent area specialists, you can almost hear Minerva’s owl flapping her wings in the
social dusk of the world. We get a picture of how the social issues of the world hang
together, with all their differences; we can see how global patterns become discernible, rolled out over time, as well as in space.
Poverty, inequality, and social injustice are ancient plagues of humankind. But
they emerged as a “social question” rather late, in a context of the Enlightenment
and the Industrial Revolution—the former by putting inequality and human rights
on the agenda, though mainly existential inequality before the law, and the latter
by producing poverty and misery by wage labor. The editors and authors of this
book have put the social question into a broad socioeconomic dynamics of accumulation and dispossession and of class and labor.
The awareness and the notion of a social question derived from the emergence of
wage labor—that is, of formally free and substantially unprotected labor, disembedded from family subsistence and constantly at risk from polluting working conditions,
from accidents, sickness, unemployment, and from old age frailty. Wage labor emerged
and developed on different scales and with different temporalities worldwide, spawning different responses to the question. Industrial wage labor originated in Western
Europe, spreading unevenly across the world, most early and successfully to North
America, giving rise to what we now call the Global North. Wage labor became the
work of the majority of the world’s population only recently, in the second decade
of the twenty-first century, now estimated by the International Labour Organization
(ILO) at 54 percent, up from about 40 percent in the early 1990s. In sub-Saharan Africa
and in South Asia, wage labor is still only a fourth of people’s work status.
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From a perspective of wage labor in general and of industrial wage labor in
particular, there was, as this book shows, a very different trajectory of social development in the Global South, reigning in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, with
both intra- and intercontinental variations, just as the northern route comprises
the three well-known mini-worlds of welfare capitalism. There are good reasons
to distinguish as a third route—also treated in this book—the eastern route of
twentieth-century communist socialism, opened by the Russian and the Chinese
Revolutions, which provided another approach to the social question. The different areas of wage labor were always connected by the imperialism of European and
(later) U.S. capitalism, and area developments were increasingly synchronized by
a world time of crucial events, above all, the two World Wars and, decisively, the
neoliberal offensive of the 1980s and onward.
T H E G L O BA L O N SL AU G H T O F P O S T I N D U ST R IA L
F I NA N C E C A P I TA L I SM

Perhaps the most surprising finding of this rich worldwide overview is the synchronized turn, since the 1980s, of all the three trajectories of the social question into a
neoliberal plunge. With some time lags, there is occurring a dramatic convergence
of the three historical paths, toward one of social precarity, of more human exploitation and exclusion—although the legacies of their different employment developments and different social institutions are likely to lead to different responses in
the medium term.
In the North, where it all started, there are de-industrialization of employment,
beginning in 1965, accelerating from 1975, and the financialization of capitalism,
from currency trading, credit deregulation, and the opening up to unhampered
international capital movements. These tendencies provided the structural economic underpinnings of aggressive neoliberal ideology and politics.
In the South, weakened by the lure of debt, the neoliberal message spread
through the International Monetary Fund–World Bank (IMF-WB) Washington
Consensus and its imposition of “structural adjustment policies.” A significant role
was also played by the military-capitalist economics of Pinochetista Chile, namely,
inspiring a worldwide World Bank campaign for privatization of pensions—which
ultimately largely failed. In the Arab world, the military-corporatist compact was
unraveled, leading up to the Arab Spring, in the end crushed by post-corporatist
repression. India experienced how the previous, badly implemented social contract was broken by Hinduist neoliberalism.
In the East, there were the collapse of the Soviet Union and the post-Mao capitalist turn of China. The latter was managed by the Chinese themselves, in many
ways very successfully, including a spurt of updated industrialization and a massive lift out of extreme poverty, although with initially brutal social effects—for
example, on health care and rural education. The Russian turn was under Western
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tutelage, whose electoral-manipulation experts meddled forcefully in the 1996
Russian election to ensure the victory of the Western candidate. This was the most
brutal economic aggression since the heyday of colonial plundering. Between 1990
and 1995, the income share of the bottom half of the Russian population plummeted from 30 percent to 10 percent, and by 2016, the latter had an income 20
percent below their income in 1989, under communist “stagnation.”1
The worldwide commonality of postindustrial neoliberal ideology and ruling
practices is highlighted by the current Chinese promotion of “entrepreneurship”
and the practice of the gig economy, as Ching Kwan Lee shows in this book.2 The
worldwide structural changes that made the synchronized global political turn of
the 1980s possible still awaits a full-scale analysis.
The chapters of this book provide a somber picture of what the neoliberal
onslaught means to the world, and they give us, all of us outside the ever-narrowing
circle of the privileged, reasons to fear for our future—but also reasons to fight
against our prescribed fate.
The numbers and the proportion of wage workers in the world will continue
to grow—as service workers, dispersed among decentralized or small workplaces,
never reaching the concentrated mass of big industry workers. The industrial
trajectory of the North will not be repeated. Industrial employment seems to
have reached its world peak, at barely a fourth of the economically active world
population. Deindustrialization has already started in Latin America, and industrial employment has stalled or begun to decline elsewhere.3 Even in China, the
number of industrial workers seems to have started to decrease in this century.4
The northern trajectory of the social question, propelled by industrialization and
industrial labor to workers’ rights and to social citizenship, is now closed in the
South and the East as well as in the North.
F R OM T H E WO R K E R S QU E S T IO N T O “I N C LU SIO N ”

The social question of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries was the workers
question. The latter is now gone, or discarded, all over the world. Does it have any
successor? Perhaps none with any equally broad legitimacy, but in terms of a social
issue talked about by a concerned establishment—which was the semantic field of
the original social question—there is a plausible candidate. “Inclusion” was put
onto the EU agenda of the 2000 Lisbon Strategy, and later adopted by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), inserted into the
UN Development Goals, and sponsored by the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank in the form of “inclusive growth.” The concept does point to something central in postindustrial twenty-first-century societies—the ongoing process
of social exclusion and inequality, as evidenced in all of the following chapters.
However, the problem is that the workers question was not really tackled by
enlightened ruling-class concern, but by the force of the workers themselves, their
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mutualités, their trade unions, their votes, their strikes and demonstrations, and
their political parties, moved forward by the strong tailwind of expansive industrialization. How much force will the excluded and the marginalized of today be
able to gather—the shrinking industrial working class, the “informal” workers
on sub-industrial-standard employment, the precariat, the subsistence farmers
under mounting pressure, the roving day laborers, the street vendors, the neveremployed youth, all facing a strong headwind of global finance capitalism? To
what extent will they be able to find allies among the middle-class salariat, also
threatened by the ruthlessness of capital accumulation?
And into what kind of society can they be possibly included? Hardly into contemporary capitalism. The industrial response to the workers question was an
extensive class compromise, a changed capitalism, of workers’ rights and civic
rights. Without strong forces of resistance and rebellion, what is awaiting us—
all rhetoric of “inclusion” notwithstanding—would be galloping inequality and
exclusion.
These are questions for a sequel to this great book.
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